Introduction
The Loeb Classical Library from Harvard is an amazing resource for those studying Greek and Latin.

Access
Go to library.bju.edu and click on Online Resources and then “all of our databases.”

Getting Started
1. Select “L” and choose Loeb Classical Library digital database from the list.
2. Search the database by English keyword or click on the keyboard in the search bar to choose a Greek keyboard and click on the appropriate letters.

- Under Using the Library, the FAQ page gives specific instructions for Access, Use, My Loeb’s, and General Info. (Left)
- Browse by Authors, Greek Works (1,530), Latin Works (481), or Loeb Volumes (521)
- Click on Sign In to your account, and the first time, Click on Sign Up to create a personal account in order to get the most use out of the database.

Suggestion: Create a collection of bookmarks which acts as the coursepack and can be shared amongst all the users in the class.

Create individual “My Loeb’s” accounts, which allows the faculty member to bookmark and share collections of titles (and even just specific pages) for readings.
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